
 
 

 

 
Title / Duration 
 
The Development Cooperation Intern 
2018  
 
- 1 x 3 months: Feb-Jun or Aug-Dec  
 
Felm tutor: Janne Juhaninmäki, Teressa 
Juhaninmäki 

Partner / Location  
 
Development cooperation team and development cooperation partner organizations of 
Felm, Kathmandu, Nepal 
 
Felm-Nepal has seven different partner organizations in development cooperation. Felm works 
through partner organizations in the areas of community development, livelihood, food security, 
water and sanitation, education, mental health, community peace, and in realizing the rights of 
marginalized people groups; such as persons with disabilities, girls and women, Dalits and ethnic 
minorities 

 

Objective and duties of Felm Intern 
- Get to know and help with certain 

activities within an organization/ 
organizations and with Felm-Nepal 

- Possibly preparing materials or a study 
- Get to know and be a help for an 

organization/organizations concerning 
the rights of the beneficiaries of the 
project. 

 

Short description of the tasks 
- Duties and tasks depending upon the competence and interest of the intern, for example working 

with environmental and climate change adaptation issues, sign language interpretation, physical 
or occupational therapy, special education, or communications, photography, and other media-
related tasks. 

- Be a help for an organization/organizations and Felm in development cooperation related 
activities 

 - Getting to know the work of Felm in Nepal. 

 

Competence / Qualifications / Language requirements: 
- Meet the requirements of the Felm Intern Program; 
- An intern with competence in the above task descriptions; 
- Language requirement: fluent written and spoken English; 
- Beneficial: possibility to conduct a Master’s or PhD Study about Felm’s work in Nepal, and collect data from Nepal 
 

 
 



 
 

 

 

Lähde Liikkeelle or Min Mission -course is a prerequisite for applying to Felm Intern tasks. 

Full-time students attending the Felm Intern Program are eligible to trainee status. 

Benefits and commitments: 
 
Felm 
- Providing a supervisor for the intern, who will have a starters session and evaluation sessions with him/her; 
- Providing the tasks and instructions for the intern; 
- Advising the applicant with visa-procedures; 
- Accommodation at a guest house within 3 kilometers distance of the working place with a shared bathroom, toilet and shared kitchen facilities; 
- Draft program for the intern period; 
- Transportation: Kathmandu airport – agreed lodgings – airport; 
- Introducing the intern to Felm / partners’ other work at the area;  
- Feedback session at Felm Helsinki office. 
 
Felm partner 
- Providing a supervisor for the intern. 
 
Felm Intern 
- Following the Felm Intern Agreement and its guidelines; 
- Following the instructions of Felm and partner’s supervisors; 
- Taking care of all personal expenses other than mentioned above (visa, health certificate, vaccinations, local travel not related to Felm Intern 

assignment, meals etc.) 
- Commitment to provide feedback and to participate in informing the donors about Felm and Felm partner’s work. 
 


